Piaggio

Endless possibilities

WHY CHOOSE US?
Mobile gastronomy may have different faces such as trailers, food
trucks, bike, carts and so on…
Piaggio is another way of reaching new customers.
A vehicle adjusted to selling coffee, ice creams, pizza, or anything
you can imagine. Italian style and elegance. People just love small
restaurants on wheels.
In the catalogue you can find exemplary models of Piaggio Ape, for
example for coffee, ice creams, and pizza.
Each vehicle may include wood, or powder coated case. We assort
final equipment according to our customers needs.
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Sales possibilities

Technical data
1

Steel construction with side flaps and back top
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Steel construction with side flaps and back top
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2x 230 V socket above table top
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2x 230 V socket above table top
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Lighting
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Lighting

4

A sink faucet together with clean and dirty water containers
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A sink faucet together with clean and dirty water containers
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Electrical installation operating one working day
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Freezing device for 7 pozzetti

6

RAL painted, Steel roof
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Electrical installation operating one working day
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RAL painted, Steel roof
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Dimensions
1

Box (mm): 1435x1220x570 h

2

Piaggio (mm): 2830x1300x2200 h

3

Height (with a folded roof ) (mm): 1800 h

4

Height of a top (mm): 1100 h
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JG Gastro
Al. Dygasińskiego 42/3
30-820 Kraków

+48 12 658 21 09
+48 887 448 836
www.jggastro.com

Full offer of trailers, carts and
mobile gastronomic point on
mobile@jggastro.com

